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Configuring dynamic operations 

This presentation will describe how you configure the dynamic operations features of 
WebSphere Extended Deployment. 
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Agenda 

� Creating runtime resources 
�Dynamic cluster 

�On demand router 

� Configuring operational policies 
�Service policy 

�Work class 

�Classification rules 

� Configuring autonomic managers 
�Application placement controller 

�Autonomic request flow manager 

� Summary 

The first topic covers the creation of runtime resources necessary for dynamic operations, 
including dynamic clusters and on demand routers. This is followed by configuration of 
operational policies, which define the work types and goal levels used to drive a dynamic 
operations environment. Finally this presentation will cover configuration options for the 
autonomic managers that are primarily responsible for dynamic operations. 
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Creating runtime resourcesCreating runtime resources 

Section 

This section will cover creating runtime resources. 
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Configuring dynamic clusters 

�Dynamic clusters are created and modified under 
Servers � Dynamic clusters 

� The main panel enables the creation or deletion of 
dynamic clusters and operational modes to be set 
�Manual, supervised, or automatic modes 

A dynamic cluster is similar to the familiar concept of a ‘cluster’ from WebSphere 
Application Server, but can be resized dynamically at run time. As demand for 
applications running on a dynamic cluster increases or decreases, instances of that 
dynamic cluster can be started or stopped on nodes within the cluster to accommodate the 
changes in load. 

To enable this dynamic behavior, put the dynamic cluster into automatic mode by selecting 
the check box for the cluster. Next, select ‘Automatic’ from the pop-up menu, and click 
‘Set mode’ on the screen shown here 

A dynamic cluster can consist of WebSphere servers or other middleware servers. 
However, all servers in a dynamic cluster must be of the same type. 
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Dynamic cluster membership 

� A membership method 
determines which servers 
can join the dynamic cluster 

� Create an expression in the 
console 

� Node group, node name, 
host name, or node property 

� Each node is evaluated 
against the expression 
�If it matches it is considered 
a candidate to host a cluster 
member 

� Preview membership allows 
you to verify your rule 

When you create a dynamic cluster, you must specify which nodes can host members of 
the dynamic cluster. WebSphere Extended Deployment version 6.1 allows two methods 
to determine which nodes can join the dynamic cluster. You can identify pre-existing 
servers as members of your dynamic cluster or you can specify a “membership policy”, 
which is a rule that specifies the set of nodes that can host dynamic cluster members. 

You can define membership rules based on node name, node host name, node property 
values and node group membership. You can create complex rules using the Boolean 
operators AND, OR, and NOT. 

The membership policy is evaluated against the nodes in your cell when the dynamic 
cluster is created. WebSphere Extended Deployment will create servers for the dynamic 
cluster using nodes that match the membership policy that you define. If new nodes are 
added to your environment, they will automatically be added to the dynamic cluster if they 
match the defined membership policy. Similarly, if you change a membership policy, it is 
reevaluated and server instances are created or removed based on the new policy 
definition. If you change a node’s properties such that it should be added to or removed 
from an existing dynamic cluster the corresponding server instances are added or 
removed on that node when you save your changes. 

“Preview membership” will evaluate the current rule and display a list of nodes that match 
the policy. 
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Dynamic cluster limits 
� Specify requirements on number of running instances 

�Minimum number 
�Default is one. 

�Maximum instances 
�Default is number of nodes * vertical stacking factor 

� Stop all instances 

You may have the requirement that a minimum number of servers in a dynamic cluster be 
running at all times; for instance, you may want to ensure that at least three server 
instances are running at all times. You may also need to limit the maximum number of 
server instances that can be active; for instance, you may want to specify that you never 
want more that five instances of a dynamic cluster running, even though many more 
instances are defined. The main configuration panel for a dynamic cluster gives you 
control over the minimum and maximum number of instances of the dynamic cluster that 
can be simultaneously active. The default minimum value is one server, and the default 
maximum is the number of member servers defined. 

You can also specify that the application placement controller can stop all instances of a 
given dynamic cluster if it is not accessed for a defined period. This can be useful for 
rarely used applications for which users are willing to wait for application startup, allowing 
resources to be used for other, more active dynamic clusters. 
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Dynamic cluster vertical stacking 

� Vertical stacking 
�Can host multiple instances on single node 
�Appropriate if application is not processor or memory bound 

Under normal circumstances WebSphere Extended Deployment assumes that the only 
resource bottleneck that an application might have is either in the processor or in memory. 
If you have an application with an internal bottleneck, it may be possible for a single node 
to host multiple instances of the dynamic cluster running the application. Use vertical 
stacking to improve bottleneck conditions in your application. With vertical stacking, 
multiple application server instances can start on a node. By configuring multiple 
application server instances, you can use all the power that is available on the nodes 
when a large workload exists for the application. 

Vertical stacking is supported on the z/OS operating system, but the WebSphere 
Application Server for z/OS multiple servant feature is the preferred alternative. Vertical 
stacking for application servers on the z/OS operating systems should be considered only 
for application servers that host applications that are constrained to run in a single 
application server servant region. 
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Dynamic cluster isolation 

� Dynamic clusters can be isolation from other dynamic clusters 
�Useful when you want particular nodes to run certain applications in isolation 
from other applications 

�No isolation requirements - default setting 

�Strict isolation 

�Associate with isolation group 

�Type in new isolation group names in as needed 

�Browse to review existing isolation group names 

Dynamic cluster isolation specifies the isolation requirements that the Application 
Placement Controller will apply when determining where an instance of the dynamic 
cluster should be placed. There are three options when configuring the dynamic cluster 
isolation requirements: no isolation requirements (which is the default policy setting), strict 
isolation, or associate with isolation group. 

“No isolation requirements” is the default isolation policy and depicts current dynamic 
cluster isolation behavior. It denotes to the application placement controller that instances 
of the dynamic cluster can be co-located with any other running process when placed on a 
node. 

“Strict isolation” denotes to the application placement controller that when an instance of 
the dynamic cluster is placed on a node, it must not be co-located with any other running 
instances of other dynamic clusters. In other words, it can only be co-located with other 
vertically stacked instances of itself. 

“Associate with isolation group” is a convenient way to specify a collection of one or more 
dynamic clusters whose running instances can be co-located with each other. It is valid for 
the application placement controller to place running instances of a dynamic cluster with 
an isolation policy of “Associate with isolation group ”xxx” on the same node as other 
running dynamic cluster instances, so long as those running instances are of dynamic 
clusters that are members of the same isolation group. To create a new isolation group 
you just type a new isolation group name. If you select the Browse link you will be 
presented with a list of existing isolation groups. 
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Dynamic cluster server template 

� Server template link enables modifying all cluster members 
from single location 
�Looks like configuration page for a single server 

�Modifying this template affects all servers in the dynamic cluster 

Each node in the bounding node group has one or more servers configured as instances 
of the Dynamic Cluster. These server instances are ready to be started dynamically when 
needed. These server instances are configured based on a server template that defines 
the configuration for all of the cluster members. This template is used as a single point of 
configuration for all members of the Dynamic Cluster. 

Clicking on the ‘server template’ link for a dynamic cluster displays a page that looks very 
similar to the configuration page for a single application server. This page, however, 
affects the properties of every member of the dynamic cluster. This differs from static 
cluster members, which must be configured individually after they have been created. 

The template is not available if the dynamic cluster is created from a group of existing 
servers. 
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Configuring on demand routers 

� Create, modify, and manage on demand routers under 
Servers�On Demand Routers 

� Click on the name of the on demand router to configure 
it just like a server 
�Manage server attributes like ports, thread pools, cache rules 

from this panel 

�Service policies and routing policies are not configured here 

On demand routers can be created and configured in the administrative console under the 
‘Servers’ menu item and can be placed on any managed node with WebSphere Extended 
Deployment Operations Optimization installed. While properties of the on demand router, 
such as thread pool sizes or cache rules, can be configured in this panel, service policies, 
work classes, and routing policies are not configured here. Service policies are created 
under the ‘operational policies’ menu item, while work classes and routing policies are 
attributes of individual applications. A wsadmin script, called ‘createODR.jacl’ is also 
provided for creating an on demand router from the command line. 
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Configuring operational policiesConfiguring operational policies 

Section 

This section covers configuring operational policies, which define the work types and goal 
levels used to drive a dynamic operations environment. 
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Service policies 

�Service policies define a level of importance and a 
response time goal 

�Each service policy contains one or more 
transaction classes 
�Transaction classes enable work classes to be mapped 

to the service policy 

�Also enables finer-grained monitoring by application, 
server, or work class 

�A default transaction class is created for each service 
policy 
� This is sufficient unless you need finer-grained monitoring or reporting 

A service policy defines a level of importance and a response time goal, and allows you to 
describe how requests into your environment should be treated. In addition to defining 
goals, each service policy contains one or more transaction classes. As you will see later, 
a work class is a set of rules used for mapping incoming requests to transaction classes. 
Therefore incoming requests that match a particular rule are associated with a transaction 
class. This in turn is contained by a service policy that defines the goals and importance 
for that request. Each service policy contains a single transaction class by default. 
However, you can create multiple transaction classes within a service policy, enabling you 
to differentiate, for monitoring or reporting purposes, between requests that you want to 
handle with the same class of service. 
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Creating a service policy 

�Create service policies in the Administrative 
Console under Operational Policies � Service 
policies 

Service policies are created in the administrative console under the ‘operational policies’
 
menu.
 

A discretionary goal indicates work which is not high priority and can therefore be
 
scheduled by the on demand router based upon the existing workload in the queue. Any
 
request that is not associated with a specific service policy will default to discretionary for
 
goal type.
 

The average response time goal type is used for high priority work.
 

The percentile response time specifies that a given percentage of requests must be
 
handled within the required response time goal.
 

Completion time is only applicable to compute grid jobs, and specifies the maximum
 
amount of time in minutes that is acceptable for a job to complete.
 

To view a demonstration of creating a service policy, watch the “Create service policy”
 
demonstration.
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Work classes 

�Work classes define a certain type of work and 
associate it with a transaction class 

�Requests matching the work class rules will be 
classified into the service policy that contains that 
transaction class 

�Each work class contains a default policy and an 
optional list of rules 

� If no rules match, work will be classified to a default 
transaction class 

A work class is a set of rules that allows you to differentiate between incoming types of 
work. Each rule created within a work class has an associated transaction class. Work that 
matches a rule will be treated according to the service policy that contains that transaction 
class. Each work class also has a default transaction class, which defines how work that 
does not match any rules will be treated. 
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Work classes 

�Work classes group work in (protocol, policy) 
pairs 
�HTTP, SOAP, IIOP or JMS protocols 
�Routing policies or service policies 
�Further specialized by rules 
� Classification 

� Routing 

�Rule builder panels provide an easy way to 
create rules 
�Rules can also be entered manually 

Separate work classes are created for HTTP, SOAP, IIOP, and JMS protocols. A work 
class can be associated with service policies which specify required response time goals, 
or routing policies which specify how requests should be routed. Routing policies can be 
used to route HTTP and SOAP requests between multiple concurrently activated editions 
of an application, or to selectively reject requests from some clients. 

The administrative console includes a rule builder for building complex rules within a work 
class. 
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Creating work classes 

�Work classes are defined under the Service 
Policies tab of each application 

Work classes are created as attributes of individual applications. To create a work class, 
choose an installed application from the ‘enterprise applications’ menu item, and then click 
the ‘service policies’ tab from the application’s configuration page, where you can create 
rules like the one shown here. Rules can define Boolean combinations of classification 
operands, and each rule specifies a transaction class to which the request will be 
classified if it matches. If you do not know the exact syntax of the rule you want to create, 
the ‘rule builder’ button allows you to create rules using a menu-driven wizard. 
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Request classification 

�Requests can be classified by a number of 
variables: 
�Virtual host or Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 
�HTTP headers, query parameters, and cookies 
�Web service and operation name 
�Client or server IP address, port, and host 

names 
�Time 
�User or group ID 

Work class rules can match requests by a combination of several variables, including 
virtual host or URI, client or server IP address, time of day, HTTP headers, query 
parameters, and cookies. 
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Sample classification operands 

cookie$_MyCookieName_ IS NOT NULL 

uid$ibm LIKE 'XDuser%‘ OR roles$ibm = 'administrator‘ 

queryparm$timezone = ‘EDT’ 

clientipv4 LIKE '10.12.18%.%‘ OR clientipv6 = '1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8' 

HTTPMethod = 'POST‘ AND protocol = 'HTTPS‘ AND 
port IN (9080,9090,9091) 

time$11:40$13:30 

clienthost LIKE '%.ibm.com' OR operation$calculate = 'finances' 

This slide shows some example rules. These rules can be used to classify a request, or to 
determine how a request should be routed. 
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Using the rule builder 

� The rule builder provides a 
set of menus to help you 
create routing policies and 
learn the correct syntax 

� Can enter rules directly 

The rule builder can be used to create a new classification rule for your work class. See 
the rule builder demonstration to view how the rule builder can be used to create 
classification rules expressions. 
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Configuring autonomic managersConfiguring autonomic managers 

Section 

This section will cover the primary autonomic mangers that effect dynamic operations and 
their administrative configuration parameters. 
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Configure application placement controller 

�Operational Policies � Autonomic Managers �
Application Placement Controller 

The application placement controller has its own configuration page under the ‘operational
 
policies’ menu where you can modify its behavior.
 

The ‘approval timeout’ defines how long notification tasks live before expiration while
 
running in supervised mode.
 

The ‘server operation timeout’ is the amount of time that the placement controller should
 
wait for a server to start or stop before considering the action a failure.
 

‘Minimum time between placement change’ is the value that defines how long to wait after
 
performing a set of placement actions until performing the next set of changes.
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Configure autonomic request flow manager 

� Operational Policies � Autonomic Managers �
Autonomic Request Flow Manager 

The autonomic request flow manager also has its own configuration page under the 
‘operational policies’ menu. The variables in this panel will be covered in the following 
slides. 
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Configure autonomic request flow manager 

� Aggregation period 
�Metrics collection period for operations and charting 

� Control cycle length minimum 
�How often should manager operate 

The autonomic request flow manager gateways collects metrics for each HTTP request. 
These metric samples must be aggregated periodically for routing determination, server 
placement, and custom charting. This period is specified by “Aggregation period.” 

“Control cycle length minimum” defines how often the autonomic request flow manager 
controller is activated. When the controller is activated, it evaluates all of its inputs and, if 
necessary, produces new control settings. The activation process for an autonomic 
request flow manager controller initiates when new statistics will come from one of its 
gateways, and if the elapsed time since the previous activation is greater than or equal to 
the control cycle minimum length, or if the controller has never activated before. 
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Configure autonomic request flow manager 

� Smoothing window 
�Maintains rolling average over multiple sample periods 

�Provides protection from transient spikes 

� Maximum queue length 
�Maximum requests per service class and deployment target 

The autonomic request flow manager controller of any gateway maintains a rolling 
average of the last few statistic reports from that gateway. The “Smoothing window” 
controls the number of reports that are combined. A low smoothing window setting makes 
the controller more sensitive and supports quicker reaction. However, a low setting also 
increases sensitivity to noise or anomalies in the data. 

The autonomic request flow manager maintains a separate queue for each combination of 
on demand routers, node groups, service classes, and deployment targets. When a 
request arrives and the queue is full, the request is rejected. “Maximum queue length” 
bounds the length of each autonomic request flow manager queue to a maximum number 
of requests that are possibly held in queue. A lower parameter in this field increases the 
possibility that a request is rejected due to short-term traffic bursts, while a higher 
parameter allows requests to linger longer in the queues. Queued requests consume 
memory. 
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Configure autonomic request flow manager 
� Overload protection 
�Processor 

�Memory 

� Request rejection policy 

The autonomic request flow manager provides overload protection in addition to its
 
prioritization capabilities. An autonomic request flow manager queues requests in its
 
gateways to avoid overloading the application servers. In version 6.1, load is determined
 
in terms of processor utilization on the tier of application servers immediately behind the
 
on demand router. “Maximum CPU utilization” signals to the autonomic request flow
 
manager how heavily to load these servers. During severe peak conditions, this utilization
 
limit might be exceeded temporarily.
 

Similarly, “Memory overload protection” specifies the maximum percentage of the heap
 
size to be used for each application server.
 

You can also specify the behavior for HTTP, SOAP and SIP requests that are associated
 
with a performance goal when an overload condition is detected.
 

“Request rejection policy” specifies whether and at what point requests should be rejected
 
immediately rather than missing the required performance goal.
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Summary 

�Configuring dynamic operations requires both 
creating runtime resources and configuring 
operational policies 
�Runtime resources include dynamic clusters, and on-

demand routers 

�Operational policies require service policies, transaction 
classes, and work classes 
� Work matching a rule in a work class is classified to a transaction class, 

which associates it with a service policy 

In summary, configuring dynamic operations requires creating runtime resources, such as 
dynamic clusters, and on demand routers, and creating operational policies. Service 
policies define classes of importance and response time goals, and work is mapped to 
those policies by work class rules that associate the work with transaction classes. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_XD61_Configuring_Dynamic_Operations 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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